SPOTO CCIE SP LAB Preparation Process
How to pass CCIE LAB Exam first attempt!
SPOTO CCIE CLUB offers all Cisco track written and lab dumps.
Besides, SPOTO CCIE CLUB had already helped more than 500 CCIE
candidates obtain the magical CCIE number since October 2015.
Feel free to contact SPOTO CCIE CLUB team if you have any CCIE
related problem that we can help you with.
Email:support@spoto.net

Skype:support@spoto.net

Best wishes for your CCIE journey.

1 CCIE SP v4.1 LAB Exam Format

CCIE SP v4.0 LAB exam include 3 models(TS、DIAG and CFG).
The total score of lab exam is 100 points ,if you get 80% every model ,you will get
your CCIE number.


TS：TS total score is 24 points，TS have 10 tickets，There are 2 tickets is 4 points, 8 tickets
is 2 points,if you get greater or equal to 20 points，you will pass.



DIAG：DIAG total score is 6 points，DIAG have 6 tickets, if you get greater or equal to 4
points，you will pass.



CFG：CFG total score is 70 points，CFG have 5 section, if you get greater or equal to 56
points，you will pass.

2 CCIE SP v4.1 LAB Examination Content
1)

TS：1 set topology，TS1（3 weeks before exam）

2)

DIAG：1 set（1 weeks before exam）

3)

CFG：1 set topology，LAB 1

3 How to complete lab training
We provide workbook 、solution and record video。All of the materials
is encrypted。Record video is in English. every record video of lab is 2-5
hours long.
1) Receive materials in sections
The materials we provide by section delivery.
2) Watch Record video
Video explains the request and solution ,it shows how to config lab
step by step. Record video orientation include on how to access the
schedule and the physical rack
3) Rack access after 7 days
If you have any problem during the practice ,our teacher will help
you solve it .we use teamview for remote access.
4)

Review and see feedback
We have many students pass every week,we will provide the latest
feedback.

4 SP LAB sample

